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More stars mean safer cars. Learn about crash test ratings. Combines Driver and Passenger
star ratings into a single frontal rating. The frontal barrier test simulates a head-on collision
between two similar vehicles, each moving at 35 mph. The Side Barrier test simulates an
intersection collision between a standing vehicle and moving barrier at The Side Pole Barrier
test simulates a crash into a fixed object like a tree or utility pole. The Rollover Resistance test
measures the risk of rollover in a single-vehicle, loss-of-control scenario. Learn about safety
technology. This is a record of safety issues for vehicles of this year, make, model and trim. The
vehicle identification number tells you if your car is affected. Learn about our recall process.
Report a problem with your vehicle, tires, car seats or other equipment. We review every
problem as we work to keep our roads safe. Report a safety problem. Every vehicle has a
unique VIN. Enter a VIN to learn if a specific vehicle needs to be repaired as part of a recall.
Recall information from this VIN lookup tool is provided by the manufacturer conducting the
recall. Skip to main content. United States Department of Transportation. Report a Problem.
Toggle navigation Homepage. Look up another vehicle Vehicle Comparison Tool. Compare
safety information. Search Vehicles Vehicle Comparison Tool. Safety Ratings. Learn about
crash test ratings Combines Driver and Passenger star ratings into a single frontal rating. Learn
about our recall process Have a safety problem? Report a safety problem Find recalls by VIN.
Search by VIN. Recently Searched. Home Vehicle Auctions acura mdx Page Help. Featured
Filters. New Inventory All. Last 24 Hours. Last 48 Hours. Last 7 days. Last 14 days. More Filters.
Distance Clear Nationwide 50 miles miles miles miles miles miles. Apply Radius. Auction Date
Clear. This Week. Next Week. Items Per Page 25 50 75 More Share Print. Build Data. Sale Info.
Auction Not Assigned. Stock : - Left Side Collision. Stock : - Unknown Collision. Stock : - Front
End Collision. Stock : - Theft Theft. Stock : - Right Side Collision. Stock : - Rollover Collision.
Stock : - Right Front Collision. Stock : - Left Front Collision. Stock : - Left Rear Collision. No
items found for the search criteria specified. Here are some search suggestions that can help
you find better results. Try a similar keyword, make or model. Try to modify your search by
adding or removing spaces between the keywords. Check the spelling. Try searching with an
alternate Stock or VIN number. Try expanding the year Range. Back to Top. Save Search
Criteria. Please enter a name for the search. Save Search Name. Confirm Delete. Install a trailer
hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's towing capabilities. Your hitch system
is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. To find your hitch system rating, compare
ratings of your hitch, hitch ball and ball mount as shown below. Your hitch system rating is the
lowest rating among those parts. Your hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found
on a label on the hitch itself. Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around
the base of the shank. The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate
or along the shaft that goes into your receiver. Missing a part? Want to upgrade? Not sure what
you need? Buy any of the parts above online or schedule a hitch system installation or free
towing inspection at a U-Haul location near you. Please consider the condition of your Tow
Vehicle. The vehicle information you have entered has triggered this alert. If you are planning to
tow a trailer, for use over any distance, you should consider the condition of your tow vehicle.
Towing a trailer can be demanding on some older vehicles, depending upon their condition.
Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert. Thank you for chatting with us
today! We are always looking to improve our service. Your opinions and feedback are very
important to us! Please help us with a review of your recent experience. The following survey
should take you no longer than 60 seconds to complete. In-Store Pickup Savings! When you
pick up your order instead of shipping it to your home, you may see additional savings as some
products will be priced lower for in-store pickup. Yes, We're Open! U-Haul is here to help. Learn
More. Trailer Hitches Install a trailer hitch on your car, truck or SUV to enable your vehicle's
towing capabilities. Year Choose Make Choose Model Choose Features Choose Specify Cargo.
Top Style Choose Hard Top Soft Top. Not Permitted. Bumper Choose Finding your hitch system
rating Your hitch system is only as strong as its lowest-rated component. Hitch rating Your
hitch's maximum tow weight rating can usually be found on a label on the hitch itself. Hitch ball
rating Your can find your hitch ball rating on the top of the ball, or around the base of the shank.
Ball mount rating The rating for your ball mount is usually on a label on the mounting plate or
along the shaft that goes into your receiver. We've got you covered Missing a part? Choose a
delivery option Install at a U-Haul Ship products to me. Installation Date Installation Date. Find
Hitches. Account Sign In. Rate Experience. Our survey data reveals whether, all things
considered, owners would buy the same car again. The answer to that question is what
determines our owner-satisfaction rating, which is a powerful piece of intel because it predicts
how well a particular model will satisfy other owners. Includes acceleration and handling. The
transmission is the weak link here. The transition between first and second gear is not always
smooth. The transmission is slow to react at highways speeds and more power is needed. All of

the built in safety features including automatic braking and lane change monitoring take some
getting used to. This extra level of built in safety is worth the money. Only complaint is
occasional hesitation of the transmission when accelerating. Handling not sports car like but
more than adequate for every day driving both locally and on highway. Excellent handling that
caters to the driver. I'm really glad this car is so safe! Acceleration is good. Transmission is not
very smooth when shifting- can be jerky, especially when engine is cold". Good acceleration.
Extremely smooth gear changes. Doesn't feel like a 3-row SUV". It's one of the reasons we liked
driving it, because it doesn't feel like you're driving a larger vehicle. One significant complaint is
about the 9 speed transmission. It is always trying to get to, or stay in, too high of a gear for fuel
economy purposes, but when the time comes that you need to accelerate, the vehicle has to
down shift one or two gears to keep up with your desired speed. I find this so annoying, I set my
memory key to Sport to force the transmission to stay in each gear longer and not try to hunt
for a higher gear in an effort to increase mpg. The constant up and down shifting of the
transmission is a significant annoyance to me. The one plus is that once you're on the highway
and cruising, the transmission is very smooth and shifts nicely. Too many gear shifts. Push
button transmission controls are not as easy to use as old fashioned shift lever. Engine is a
gem in terms of smoothness, but could use more torque; 9 speed auto helps offset that issue.
One of 2 reasons I may not purchase another Acura". Michelins provide great ride and are quiet,
but will try Good yearnext time for a smoother and quieter rider ride next time. It also handles
better than its competition. Handling is acceptable after all, it isn't a sports car. Also improves
gas mileage significantly. Smooth, fast acceleration, with barely noticeable gear changes. The
gas peddal is very touchy and it needs to be smoother and not feel jerky. I expect more out of a
luxury vehicle. Flexibility of choosing handling characteristics to match situation -- comfort,
normal or sport dynamics. I reported this to Acura when the car was new and the dealer has
checked this out on several occasions and acknowledge it is there and that others complain
about it too, but to date there is no fix and they feel it is with the computer programing which
would need an update to fix. One year later and still no fix. Probably will not get another Acura
due to this, and this is the 8th one I have owned and the only one I have been dissatisfied with.
Shifting is somewhat 'clunky'. New models should have a gear shift. Very dangerous. Also the
auto braking and warning system does not work as published in op man. Very dongerous".
Quiet comfortable highway cruising. Holds road extremely well, especially in sharp curves
without body lean. Brakes are best on any automobile owned; minimal pressure brings vehicle
to a stop but not a hard stop and there seems to be additional pressure applied to the discs in
the last feet or so of the stop, which can be easily modulated. Best car owned for handling, and
acceleration very good for car of this size, but transmission is the downer. Not a fan of 9-speed
transmissions. Would trade for an MDX hybrid in a heartbeat smoother starts from a stop
expected, as in Lexus h I previously owned , but they have not been available in the Midwest.
Handling for a SUV is more than acceptable on the curvy, mountainous roads where i live. This
MDX will flat get up and go when you need to. The driving experience is a joy as well. Very little
feedback or feel through steering wheel. Side - to - side bump absorption is poor. Collision
avoidance system false-alarms far too often. I had a , , and now The SH-AWD gives me great
control in all types of weather and in cornering and even on flat dry surfaces. Only a couple
other Manufacturer's AWD systems can do this. Also, lane keeping assist is a joy. Transmission
can be jerky". The "Iane keeping assist" feature is very good, especially on road trips. I covered
the acceleration topic in my previous response. No concerns there at all. The V6 is strong and
delivers when we need it. Work extremely well. Feel in control of car. Acceleration adequate.
Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride. Bottom front part of seat is too high and can not
be adjusted down to satisfy me. Without question, there has been a major improvement in the
reduced noise level of the Not only is it much quieter there have also significant improvements
made to the quality of the seat leather and the seat comfort. Fantastic comfort and quiet ride.
We use mainly for longer trips and vehicle has been super satisfying.. The cooled seats work
very well on a hot day. Have the captain chairs in second row and recently took mile trip with
four adult men. We all commented on how comfortable the seats are and Drive was. Seat is
comfortable noise ok, ride on highway is great. It is best vehicle we ever owned. It has
numerous features and price wise, in our opinion has more to offer than similar SUVs that cost
thousands more. The seats were not comfortable and they did not cool even after taking it in 3
times. The MDX works great every time and the seats are immensely more comfortable and cool
in the summer heat. Many times when i'm driving, i make the comment that the car really rides
good. Long trips are not as tiring as in my previous MDX Smooth ride. Comfortable to drive on 2
hour commute each day. Every comfort you could imagine and just well put together. Smaller
than the Pilot we came from, this is perfect. Seats are comfortable, noise levels are low. There is
plenty of room for carrying things. The safety features like lane departure, blind spot

monitoring, adaptive cruise control all add to the ease of driving long distances. Road noise is
negligible, but could be better. For what we paid for the vehicle we expected a gentler ride. Even
with the system settings at 'comfort' going over bumps can be bone jarring. On top of that, it
gets lousy gas mileage and requires premium gas. Ride is bumpy on rough roads for a luxury
vehicle. Driver seat extremely comfortable. Third row seats and getting in and out. Quaintness
and smooth ride. Good seats material. Easy cleaning. All seats are comfortable and very little
rode noise". Seat moves back when engine is turned off and moves into my preferred seating
set when I start the car engine. Seats themselves are very comfortable helped by several
adjustments that can be made like back-forth, up-down, seat back plus mirrors ". This is our
second MDX and it is still a great car. Very quiet and smooth ride. Seats adjust in many ways for
a nice ride for all. The kids love the recline of the back seat--but the third row is still tight for an
adult. Some wind noise. Navigation needs major work and quicker upgrades. I waited for 5 years
on previous MDX's for an upgrade and when it was finally available ,it was out of stock. Also the
door opening is too narrow for a large person to easily enter". The is no exception. The vehicle
just feels "solid" and well-built. Ride is comfortable without being too soft. The seats are
extremely supportive and the noise level is just right -- not loud and not silent, so that you know
you are in a moving vehicle. And the air conditioned seats are a must in Texas. Very
comfortable and roomy. Everyone loves it. No fatigue from seating position. Most quiet ride
ever. The accelerator is very sensitive and responsive. I needed to get used to how sensitive it
is. There are controls to set the ride at sport, normal or comfort. I usually leave it set on comfort
based on my wife's preference. The magnetic ride control is fantastic and the 7 speed dual
clutch transmission works perfectly with the hybrid drive system. Did you get what you wanted
relative to the price you paid? Has several features both in comfort and safety. At also offer
great value when compare to other luxury SUVs. Interior is also on par with the German's. That
said, compared to other vehicles in its class such as Audi Q7 or Infiniti QX 60 , it was a good
value. Rides like a truck and gets lousy gas mileage on premium gas. It has all the bells and
whistles. The technology is great, especially the smart cruise control and lane departure
features. I love the degree cameras. I park perfectly in between the lines! Love the backup
cameras. A Garmin is far superior. MDX doesn't give current speed limit, many street names are
not shown on the screen. When driving between NE and AZ, I just want it to get me to towns on
the route, not specific houses or businesses there. Some of the safety controls are not easily
accessible, especially for a 6'3" person safety switches, brake hold. For the money you get a
stylish quality product. Good in snow. We were able to roll over unused miles from our
previously leased Acura to our current one, thereby reducing the monthly cost. Great styling
and features". The unit easily exceeds fuel milage ratings if stay close to the speed limits. I get
29 mph on the interstate at 75 mph. The unit is very stable even at 90 mph in strong cross
winds. Got a fully loaded advanced omg MDX and have already had multiple large issues. Highly
rated for reliability. Excellent SUV mileage, great acceleration, excellent handling, holds curves
with very little roll due to independent rear wheel traction. Has all the new electronic, camera,
and radar safety features including lane assist, and auto braking. How it looks inside and out.
Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used It's easy to see why it is one of our
higher-rated SUVs: this is a well-rounded, functional, and competitively-priced vehicle that does
most things well. The hushed cabin and supple ride provide the refinement expected of a luxury
SUV. There are 4 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Owner Satisfaction. Owner
Satisfaction with:. What Owners Say. Transmission is not very smooth when shifting- can be
jerky, especially when engine is cold" Douglas B. One of 2 reasons I may not purchase another
Acura" Daniel M. Very dongerous" Eugene R. Seats themselves are very comfortable helped by
several adjustments that can be made like back-forth, up-down, seat back plus mirrors "
Anonymous, VT Acura MDX "So comfortable! Also the door opening is too narrow for a large
person to easily enter" Charles P. Great styling and features" Paritosh P. Would you buy this
car again? Acura MDX. Audi Q7. BMW X5. GMC Acadia. Infiniti QX Lexus GX. Lexus RX. Lincoln
MKX. Mercedes-Benz GLE. Porsche Cayenne. Tesla Model X. Volvo XC Percentage of owners
who would definitely purchase that same vehicle again. Owner-satisfaction Ratings are
determined by the percentage of those who answered "definitely yes" to the question asked by
the Consumer Reports Annual Auto Survey "Considering all factors price, performance,
reliability, comfort, enjoyment, etc. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You
no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Acura has given its popular three-row MDX
crossover a face-lift with a new diamond pentagon grille flanked by restyled Jewel Eye LED

headlights, a redesigned front fascia with new LED fog lights, and fenders and hood. Other
styling changes include chrome rocker panel trim, revised rear fascia and skid garnish framed
by dual exhaust tips. Larger inch alloys are now available. The standard engine is now backed
by a nine-speed automatic, and a hybrid variant is new. The AcuraWatch suite of safety
technologies is now standard on every trim. The three-row Acura MDX sits above the compact
two-row RDX crossover in the automaker's lineup, riding on the same basic architecture as the
larger three-row Honda Pilot. Standard powerplant for the Acura MDX is a naturally aspirated 3.
The engine is backed by a nine-speed automatic transmission that was introduced in the model
year. One motor sandwhiched between the engine and transmission powers the front wheels,
while a Twin Motor Unit with two electric motors powers the rear wheels. Total power output for
the MDX Sport Hybrid is rated hp, or 35 hp more than the non-hybrid model. The hybrid has not
yet been EPA rated. The system was able to stop the vehicle avoiding a Collision in both the
low-speed mph autobrake and the mph highs-speed autobrake tests. However, the nine-speed
automatic transmission has a tendency to hold gears too long, upshifts too soon or downshifts
late. As with the pre-refresh model, the MDX is plenty comfortable and the cabin is
well-insulated. We were impressed with the Acura MDX , which featured the new nine-speed
automatic transmission. We concluded: "The MDX and its new nine-speed don't offer any
measurable benefits over last year's model, but it's still a solid crossover blessed with the same
blend of comfort, utility, and driver enjoyment we loved when it was new in Although the phrase
"new and improved" isn't entirely accurate in this case, the Acura MDX is "new and still
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good. Those looking for additional power and better fuel economy should consider the MDX
hybrid because that variant of the three-row crossover significantly upgrades both. In a First
Drive , we said that with its lower center of gravity, the MDX Hybrid offers better handling in all
weather conditions especially with the standard Super Handling All-Wheel Drive system. Cabin
materials are excellent just like in the standard MDX but avoid the all-black interior option,
which looks too dark. The crossover's brake energy regeneration system is hardly noticeable
and the seven-speed dual-clutch automatic is smooth. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other
years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Cost
Breakdown. V-6 power and a newly available hybrid model Full suite of active safety and driver
assistance tech. Vehicle Summary. Key Competitors. All Model Years

